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Flexibility in seating & tables that disrupts 
tradition. Zenith Connect Puck provides 
you with a top of desk power solution, 
Space reservation system, Occupancy 
sensing/reporting and a Covid-19 return 
to work solution. Achieving a positive and 
well balanced workplace can be difficult.  
 
 

As an organisation you want to ensure 
that your environment promotes 
creativity, connection and concentration. 
With Zenith Connect Puck you can take 
the stress out of anaylising floorplate 
usage an occupancy trends to ensure 
workplace productivity. 

   Integrated

  technology

into furniture
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Zenith Connect Puck is a workpoint integrated desk reservation 
solution offering frictionless check-in and checkout of spaces, 
combined with occupancy sensing and wireless / wired device 
charging. Use the Zenith Connect Puck to make any space 
bookable, track user location, offer wayfinding and gain insights 
into actual space utilisation for space planning, all while providing 
the user a convenient charging solution for the phone and laptop.
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  Desk Out-of-Service
An admin or a user (via long press of the 
button) can take the desk out of service 
which automatically notifies facilities team 
of an issue with the desk.

  Desk Cleaned
Cleaners wiping down desks can signal 
workpoint sanitized via double-pressed or 
swiped with a cleaner swipe card. Users 
can select desks based on how recently 
cleaned.

                 Desk Free
Tap onto desk with swipe card or with 
smartphone app to check in.

 Desk Reserved
Desk is reserved to a user or if flashing Red-
Purple then is pre-booked by a user who will 
arrive shortly.

                 Do Not Disturb
Desk is reserved to a user and the user has 
opted out of being found in user lookup 
function via Kiosk or other app users.

Puck 
LED Status
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Occupancy 
Sensor
The Occupancy sensor is integrated with the Zenith 
Connect Puck, but can also be rapidly deployed for 
simple short-term occupancy studies. Place sensors 
in workpoint locations and map the barcode to a 
floorplan location.

Once complete the sensor will report in every 5-15 
minutes on the occupancy of the workpoint, allowing 
for rich analytics  gathering on actual use of space - 
which then can drive important decisions around the 
number and mix of workpoints to provide in any floor 
reconfiguration.
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Swipe for Power
For ultimate workpoint control a soft-wiring integrated power relay can be installed, which keeps the 
desk and all desk devices such as monitors and docking stations powered off until a valid user has 
checked into the desk. The Puck warns when a reservation is about to expire, so that the power does 
not cutoff unexpectedly.

Forcing the user to swipe on at the workpoint will ensure 100% compliance with the desk booking 
system providing truly accurate desk usage and data. 

This offering will lower power usage with no stand by power, providing a cost saving and reducing 
your foot print on the environment.
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Follow Me Ergonomics
The user’s desk height preferences are entered and stored in the same booking App rather than the 
desk controller, when the user moves between desks, the desk height will move with them across all 
locations, floors and buildings. Compatible with Zenith Electric Adjust Workstations
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Contact Tracing
Zenith Connect Puck reporting 
tracks which users have been 
sitting near which other users 

on what days and precalculates 
distances on the floorplans.

Social Distancing
Zenith Connect Puck Admin portal 
allows for desks to be locked off 
and unusable. Sensor sn warn 

users which still sit down at locked 
off desks.

Track Workpoint Cleaning
Zenith Connect Puck can track 

the cleaning of workpoints via a 
cleaner sqipe card, and then mark 
desks as used after check-in or via 

the occupancy sensor.

By using a workpoint integrated desk reservation system you can enforce social distancing 
via desk lock off which prevents users working too close, help users find recently  
sanitized workpoints and generate contact tracing reports showing who has  
been working near who.

Working Safely 
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The heart of the Floorsense system is the web dashboard. Hosted either on premise or in the cloud, this intuitive web interface 
performs both administrator operational and also analytics / reporting functions. 

The operational interface presents the administrator with a real time floorplan showing the current reserved, occupied and free 
desks by building and level. Any workpoints marked by users as needing maintenance are also visible.

Users can find people and spaces via intuitive Zenith Connect Puck kiosk view - place in lobby areas, at lift exits and other places 
where users naturally pass when entering the workplace.

Analytics & Reporting Function
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We’ve worked with interior designers, architects and 
workplace curators for many years. Together, we’ve 
developed a range of internal workspace environments. 
We work alongside these curators of modern workspaces to 
redefine the environments where people live, work, socialise, 
interact and learn.

Contemporary workplaces have to combine leading edge 
technology and physical elements in a way that produces 
productive environments for organisations. And every 
organisation is unique. So before we recommend a solution,  
we work hard to understand the organisation and the people  
who define its culture.

Our local teams and showrooms deliver the support you need. 
Our global logistics guarantees the highest quality product, 
service and delivery schedules.

Showroom locations

Australia Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide

New Zealand Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch

Asia Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Shenzhen



zenithinteriors.com


